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We give a representation for a positive &-operator, 1 < p < co, in terms of a pair 
of positive operators (U, V), an L,-operator U and an L, -operator V. This 
representation is obtained by an extension of the methods used in the construction 
of dilations of positive L,-contractions to positive invertible L,-isometries. A 
positive L,-operator T and a positive L,-operator H, 1 <p, r < a, are called 
associated operators if they can be represented by the same pair. If {T,} is 
a sequence of positive &-contractions and {S,} a sequence of positive 
&-contractions, 1 i p, r < co, and if S, and T,* are associated for each n, then we 
show that the sequence 
converges a.e. for each nonnegative L,-function1: This result includes Rota’s “Alter- 
nierende Verfahren” theorem and its subsequent generalizations and covers new 
cases. c 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, 9, p) be a measure space. In this article p will always denote a 
real number, 1~ p < co, and q will be the adjoint index, q = p/(p - 1). By 
a positive L,-contraction T we mean a bounded linear operator on 
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L,(X, 9, ,u) such that Tf 3 0 whenever f 2 0, and T has operator norm less 
than or equal to one. Positive L, and L,-contractions are defined 
similarly. Since we will consider only positive operators we will often refer 
to a positive L,-contraction simply as an L,-contraction, though we may 
use the word positive for emphasis. 
We will deal with pointwise a.e. convergence of sequences of functions. 
For technical convenience we will state our results for a-finite and 
separable measure spaces. Extending these results to the general case is 
routine. From now on by a measure space we will always mean a o-finite 
and separable measure space, although again we may sometimes mention 
a-finiteness explicitly for emphasis. In order to state the main result we first 
give a representation theorem and a definition. 
THEOREM A. Let T be a positive L,-contraction. Then there exist a 
positive L, -contraction U and a positive L, - contraction V such that V is the 
adjoint of an L,-contraction, and such that for all nonnegative real valued 
measurable functions a and /I, 
T(aB) < ( Uap)“p ( V/19)1’9, 
where the action of T, U, and V on general nonnegative functions is defined 
in the obvious way by monotonicity. 
DEFINITION. If two contractions U and V have the properties stated in 
Theorem A and are related to an L,-contraction T as in that theorem, then 
(U, V) is called a representing pair for T. Let r be another real number, 
1 < r < 00. Let T and H be an L,- and an L,-contraction, respectively. We 
will say that T and H are associated operators if they have a common 
representing pair. An L,-contraction S will be called a weak adjoint of T 
if S and T* are associated. 
We note that if l/p + l/r = 1 and S= T* then S is obviously a weak 
adjoint of Tin the sense of this definition. Thus the ordinary adjoint is also 
a weak adjoint. Moreover any positive operator dominated by the adjoint 
of T is a weak adjoint of T. Furthermore, it is easy to show that T* and 
S are associated if and only if T and S* are associated. Hence S is a weak 
adjoint of T if and only if T is a weak adjoint of S. 
We can now state our main result. For simplicity we consider here only 
nonnegative functions. The extension of this result to general real (or 
complex) valued functions is routine, as will be indicated later in (5.4). 
THEOREM B. Let (X, F, p) be a a-finite measure space. Let p and r be 
real, l<p, r<o3. Let {T,,} b e a sequence of positive L,(X, 9, ,u)-contrac- 
tions, {S, > a sequence of positive L,(X, 9, p)-contractions, such that S, is 
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a weak adjoint of T, for each n. Then for any nonnegative f in L,, the 
sequence 
Sl . . . S,( T,, . . . T, f )p” 
converges ,u-a.e. 
There are a number of similar earlier theorems, none of them including 
all the others, starting with G.-C. Rota’s “Alternierende Verfahren” 
theorem [S], and continuing with the results in [9, 3, 11. Rota’s theorem 
generalized earlier results of D. L. Burkholder and Y. S. Chow in [5], and 
some of the results of E. Stein in [lo]. See also the related sections of 
[ 11, 71 for further discussion. Theorem B implies all the previous results 
mentioned above and also covers new cases. 
We prove Theorem A in Section 2, as Theorem (2.20), in a stronger 
form, but assuming that the measure space is a Bore1 space. In a Bore1 
space any L,-contraction can be represented by a measure on a Cartesian 
product space (Theorem (2.10)), and Theorem A becomes an inequality 
linking the representing measures of T, U, and l’. Some additional facts 
relating the uniqueness of this representation with the notion of a maximal 
L,-contraction are presented in an appendix. Although these results are 
not necessary for the proof of Theorem B they may be helpful in showing 
how earlier results fit into the present setting. 
In Section 3 we start to work with isomorphisms of measure spaces. 
They are first used to observe that the proof of Theorem A for a Bore1 
space also gives the proof in the general case, since any a-finite separable 
measure algebra is isomorphic to the measure algebra of a Bore1 space. 
More importantly, however, they are used, in combination with 
Theorem A, to give a different representation for an L,-contraction in 
terms of an invertible L,-isometry and a conditional expectation 
(Theorem 3.14). We will refer to this representation as the L,-isometry 
representation. It is very similar to a representation given in [2], and is 
obtained by a modification of the methods used there. Our present version 
is, however, more general and seems to be more transparent. 
In Section 5 the L,-isometry representations corresponding to a 
sequence of L,-contractions are put together on the same space, satisfying 
a certain independence condition. A convergence result, proved to hold in 
this setting in Section 4 (Theorem (4.11)) is then used to conclude the 
proof of Theorem B. This approach is a development of the methods used 
in [3] and [l]. 
Finally in Section 6 we briefly indicate how the proof of Theorem B can 
be formulated in terms of Markov operators rather than L,-isometries. 
This may be of interest as it shows the relation between the methods of the 
present paper and the original proof given by Rota [S] (see also [6]). 
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2. POSITIVE OPERATORS 
Although our main interest is in positive contractions of L, spaces we 
will first consider general positive operators on functions. We give the basic 
definitions for the general (separable and a-finite) measure spaces. For the 
main results in this section, however, we will restrict our attention to Bore1 
spaces. Theorem (2.10) shows that a positive operator between two Bore1 
spaces can be represented by a measure on their Cartesian product. 
Theorem (2.13) gives a necessary and sufficient condition on this measure 
for it to represent a bounded operator on an L, space, or, in particular, 
and L,-contraction. 
(2.1) Notation. If (X, 9, ,u) is a measure space then 
A = A(X) = dtY(X, 9, p) 
denotes the set of equivalence classes of extended real valued measurable 
functions with respect to FL-a.e. equivalence. We will still refer to the 
elements of J%! as functions. Let Jz’ + be the set of nonnegative members of 
A. This set is closed under linear combinations with nonnegative scalars. 
By a linear subset of J%! + we mean a set which is closed under these linear 
combinations. Linear operators on linear subsets of &+ are defined 
similarly. Note that this class &Z does not change if the measure is replaced 
by an equivalent measure. If f~ J$? + then fp will denote the indefinite 
integral off with respect to p, defined as the measure (fp)(F) = IF f dp, 
where FE 9. Note that this measure will be a-finite if f takes only finite 
values. Finally L, = L,(X, 9, p), 1 < p < co, denotes the usual Banach 
spaces, with L; = L, n Mf, and similarly for L, and L,. 
(2.2) Positive Operators. Let (Y, Y, v) be another measure space. A 
mapping 
will be called a positive operator if 
(a) T is linear, 
(b) If (f,) is a sequence of functions in M’(X) such that f, T f, 
,u-a.e., then Tf,, t Tf, v-a.e., 
(c) Tl is a finite valued function. 
The last assumption is added to avoid trivialities. The second assumption, 
however, is important and makes our definition rather restrictive. In fact, 
usually, an operator between two function spaces is called positive if it 
maps nonnegative functions into nonnegative functions. If such an operator 
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is bounded in L, or in L,, 1 < p < co, then its restriction to nonnegative 
functions can be extended to a positive operator in the sense of the present 
definition, as observed below in a more general situation. Hence in this 
case our definition agrees with the usual definition. For bounded L, 
operators that are positive in the usual sense, however, the situation 
is different. Such an operator may not have the continuity property 
corresponding to (b). In this work we will deal only with those L, 
operators that are positive in the present sense. To avoid any confusion 
sometimes we will refer to these operators as countabiy additive positive 
L, operators. Note that these operators are the adjoints of positive L, 
operators (in a-finite spaces). 
(2.3) Extensions of Positive Operators. Let (X, F, p) and (Y, 3, v) be 
two measure spaces. Let L be a linear subset of &z”(X). Assume that L 
contains the constant functions, and if L contains f and g then L also con- 
tains fg, max(f, g), and min(f, g), in addition to the linear combinations 
off and g with nonnegative coefficients. Let & be the sub-o-algebra of 9 
generated by the functions in L. Let 
be a linear mapping such that Tl is finite-valued and such that Tf,, r Tf 
v-a.e., whenever fn r f ,u-a.e., where fn and f are in L. Then T has a unique 
extension 
to a positive operator, which we denote by the same letter. This can be 
verified by a straightforward argument, very similar to the construction of 
the integral. 
(2.4) Full Operators. Given a positive operator 
T:~+(X,~-,~)--t~+(Y,~,v) 
the support of Tl will be called the positive range of T and will be denoted 
PR( T), PR( T) E 9. There is also a set PD( T) E 9, which will be called the 
positive domain of T, such that Tf = 0 if and only if jPDCT) d d,u = 0. By a 
full operator we will mean an operator T such that PD(T) = X and 
PR( T) = Y. It will be convenient to restrict attention to full operators. We 
will be able to do this in most cases. 
(2.5) Cartesian Product Spaces. Let 
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be the measure theoretic Cartesian product of two measurable spaces 
and let P,: Z+ X and P,: Z+ Y be the usual projection operators, 
P,(x, y) =x, P,(x, y) = y. If f is a function on X then the composition 
fP, is a function on Z. We will often ignore the difference between f and 
fP, and denote both of these functions by J when there is no danger of 
misunderstanding. Similarly, if i is a measure on (Z, J?), then LIP;’ is a 
measure on (X, F), called the X-marginal of [. 
(2.6) A Representation of Positive Operators. Consider two general 
(a-finite) measure spaces (X, 9, p) and (Y, 9, v). Let 5 be a measure on 
the Cartesian product space (Z, P)= (X, F) x (Y, 9), such that the 
X-marginal [Pi ’ is absolutely continuous with respect to /.f and the 
Y-marginal [P; * is absolutely continuous with respect to v. Also assume 
that both of these marginals are o-finite. Then there is a uniquely defined 
positive operator 
such that 
jz f(x) &T(Y) i dx&I = j, (THY) g(Y) v(h), 
for all fc A’(X) and g E .4? ‘( Y). We call c the representing measure 
for T. 
The operator T can also be described as follows. Define A E J# ‘( Y) by 
[P;’ = Iv. Let E be the conditional expectation in the measure space 
(Z, X’, c) with respect to the sub-a-algebra Xx 9, consisting of sets of the 
form Xx G, G E 4. Then we see that 
(Tf) P,= (E(fP,)W’,)> 
or, with a simplified notation, 
Tf = AEf: 
Note that the positive domain of T is the support of [Pi ‘, and the positive 
range of T is the support of [P;‘. Hence c represents a full operator if its 
X-marginal is equivalent to p and its Y-marginal is equivalent to v. 
It is known that any positive operator can be obtained in this way, 
under some mild restrictions on the measure spaces. It is enough, for 
example, to assume that they are Bore1 spaces. We will state this result as 
Theorem (2.10) below and sketch a proof of it, rather than trying to give 
a reference. 
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(2.7) Borel Spaces. By a Bore1 space we mean a measurable space 
(X, F) consisting of a compact metrix space X and the a-algebra 9 
generated by the open subsets of X. If p is a o-finite measure on a Bore1 
space (X, 9), then we will refer to the measure space (X, 9, p) also as a 
Bore1 space. Note that the measure theoretic Cartesian product of finitely 
or countably many Bore1 spaces is still a Bore1 space. A sequence {Fn} of 
sub-o-algebras of a Bore1 space (X, 9) will be called a generating sequence 
of g-algebras if for each E > 0 there are an n and a finite partition of X into 
sets in ez such that each atom of this partition is contained in a ball of 
radius E. Note that if {Ffl} is a generating sequence then the smallest 
o-algebra containing all the 3$‘s is 9. 
(2.8) Divisions of a Set. Let S, = (0, 1 }” be the set of binary sequences 
of length n and let S = U ,T= l S,. If s E S, then SO and s 1 are the two exten- 
sions of s in Sn+,. A family {OS} = {DsiseS of subsets of a set U will be 
called a division of U if {D,, DI} is a partition of U, and if {DsO, D,, } is 
a partition of D, for each s E S. Note that a division {D,} of a set induces 
a sequence {Fn} of increasing (finite) o-algebras of this space in a natural 
way, Fn being the o-algebra generated by the sets {D,},V,,. A division 
{D, > of a compact metric space X will be called a generating division if the 
sequence {Fnj of the induced a-algebras form a generating sequence for 
the Bore1 space (X, F). 
(2.9) Weak*-Convergence of Martingales. Let (X, 5) be a Bore1 space 
and let {Fnj be a generating sequence of o-algebras. Let p be a finite 
measure on (X, 9) and let {fn} b e a sequence of nonnegative integrable 
functions that forms a martingale on (X, P-, cl) with respect to {FR}. Then 
s $fn dp converges for each continuous function $ on X. In fact, since {FM} 
is a generating sequence, the conditional expectation of II/ with respect to 
9” converges uniformly to $. Hence given E > 0, we can find an n such that 
for all k, and in particular for all k > n. Now, since {f,} is a martingale, 
for all k>n. This shows that 1 $fk dp is a Cauchy sequence of real 
numbers. Hence we see that if 11, = f,p is the indefinite integral of fn 
with respect to p, then the sequence {p,> of measures is weak*-convergent 
to a finite measure on (X, 9). 
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(2.10) THEOREM. Let (X, 9, p) and (Y, 93, v) be fwo Bore1 spaces. Given 
a positive operator 
there exists a unique measure [ on 
such that 
j 
Y  
(U)(Y) g(Y) v(&) = J f(x) g(Y) i(dx dY)T 
Z 
for aNf~A?+(X) andgEM+( 
(2.11) ProoJ: The uniqueness is obvious, so we prove existence. First 
assume that both p and v are finite measures, and also that Tl is 
v-integrable. Let (F,} be a generating division for the compact metric space 
X. Let PU be the (finite) a-algebra generated by the sets {FS},,Sn. Let x, 
denote the characteristic function of F,. For each n, let 
which is well defined as a member of 
Note that each h, is p x v-integrable. In fact, 
j-h,d(pxv)=jTldv<so. 
Hence the sequence (h,) consists of nonnegative integrable functions such 
that each h, is 9” x B-measurable. Also, for each s E S, and GE 3, 
s h,& x v) = j (Qs) dv, Fs x G G 
which shows that (h,) is a martingale in the measure space (Z, 9, p x v), 
with respect to the sequence of a-algebras 9” x 3. Now it is clear that the 
sequence & x Y is a generating sequence of a-algebras for the Bore1 space 
(Z, Tq = (X, 9) x (Y, 9). 
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Hence the sequence of measures [, = Ir,,(p x v) on (Z, fl), consisting of the 
indefinite integrals of h,‘s with respect to (p x v), converges to a measure 
< on (Z, P), in the weak* sense. This means that 
for all continuous functions II/ on Z. 
In particular, let f be a continuous function on X, g a continuous 
function on Y, and let Ii/(x, y) = f(x) g(y). Then 
j $4, = j f(x) g(v) Mx> Jl) Adx) v(h) 
Z xx Y  
= s (TW-I $,I) g dv. Y  
Since E(SI sn) converges to f uniformly, there are two sequences of 
functions {fn} and {f; > and a constant c( such that 
and such that f,, t f and f; J J This shows that 
s (T-W- %z)) g dv Y  
converges to s ,, (Tf) g dv. Hence 
for all continuousf and g. From this it follows easily that the same relation 
is also true for all f~ ~4! + (X) and g E A! + ( Y). This completes the proof in 
the special case that both measure spaces are finite and Tl is integrable. If 
,u’ and v’ are general (o-finite) measures, find a and /I such that p = ccp’ is 
equivalent to p’, v = ,Rv’ is equivalent to v’, and such that p and v are finite 
and Tl is v-integrable. The spaces A+(X) and J# + ( Y) do not change 
when the measures are replaced by equivalent measures. If [ represents 
then it is clear that 
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(2.12) Positive L,-Operators. Theorem (2.13) below gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a positive operator T to be bounded in L,, 
1 < p < co, in terms of the representing measure { of T. Before this, 
however, we describe the situation in L, and L, separately, omitting the 
easy proof. A positive operator T is bounded in L, if and only if there is 
a constant K such that the X-marginal iPi’ of [ is dominated by Kp. 
Similarly, T is bounded in L, if and only if the Y-marginal {P;’ is 
dominated by Kv. In each case the corresponding operator norm is the 
smallest value of the respective constant. 
(2.13) THEOREM. Let (X, 9, p) and (Y, 3, v) be two Bore1 spaces. Let 
be a positive operator, and let i be the representing measure of T, as given 
by Theorem (2.10). Then T is a bounded L, operator if and only if there is 
a number K-C co and a function u on Z such that up[P;’ < Kp, and 
upy[P; 1 < Kv. The L, norm of T is the smallest number K that satisfies 
these conditions. 
(2.14) ProoJ: Assume the existence of K and u satisfying the conditions 
in the theorem. For any f E A + (X) and g E JZ + ( Y), 
=K Ilf lip Ilgllq. 
This shows that T is a bounded L,-operator with norm not more than K. 
Conversely, assume that T is a bounded L,-operator with norm K. Also 
first assume that both measures are finite. Let {FE} be an increasing 
sequence of finite a-algebras in X, generating the a-algebra 9. Let E,, 
denote the conditional expectation operator with respect to yH. We will 
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show in Lemma (2.15) below that for each n there is an 5$-measurable 
strictly positive L, function w, on X, with jl wJP = 1, such that 
E, T*( Tw,Jplq < KP(~,,)P’Y. 
We now assume the existence of this sequence { wn> and show how to 
obtain U. Let 
define u, on Z. Then, for any FE &, and for all n 3 k, 
s ~xY~,,P~=K-p~Y s z xl,(x) w,(x)-~‘~ (Tw,(.v)Y’” i(dx 4) 
=K-p/qj. T(~F(w,)~p’y)(Tw,)p’ydv 
Y  
= K ~ P/Y 
s 
XF(W,,) - piy T*( Tw,)pJy dp x 
= KppIy 
s 
F(w,,ppJq E,T*(Tw,)P’Ydp 
<KpPJY F(w,) 
s 
P~YKP(~,)P~Ydp 
= Kp( F). 
Similarly, for any GE 93, and for all n, 
s u,“ di = K w,(x) xc;( y)( Tw,( y)) -’ i(d,u dy) Xx G s z 
= K 
s 
Tw,xc( Tw,)-’ dv 
Y  
= Kv( G). 
We see that the sequence (un} is a bounded sequence in L,(Z, X, i). 
By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we will assume that this sequence 
converges weakly in L, to a function u. We will show that this function has 
the required properties by proving that, for all F‘E 9 and GE 9, 
s up 4d K/W and s up4 d[ < Kv(G). Fx Y  XXG 
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It is enough to check the first inequality on the sets of FH’s. Let FE &. 
Given E > 0 there are an I > k, a finite partition {Fi} of F into sets in 4, 
and a finite partition {Gj) of Y into sets in 3 such that 
= lim 
s u,Pdi+E n Fx Y  
<&i(F) + E, 
where the second inequality follows from the convexity of the function that 
takes t > 0 to t*. This proves the first inequality. The second inequality is 
proved similarly, making use of the convexity of the function that takes 
t > 0 to tmq. This completes the proof in the special case that both ,u and 
v are finite measures. 
If ,u’ and v’ are general measures, then find equivalent finite measures 
P=U$ and v= /Iv’. If 
T’:Af+(X,9-,p’)+A+(Y,~,v’) 
is a bounded L, operator with norm K, then the operator 
T:~+(X,~,~)~~+(Y,Y,v) 
defined by 
Tf = fi-‘l”T’(@f) 
is also a bounded L, operator with the same norm K, between the corre- 
sponding L, spaces. Let [ be the representing measure of T and find u, by 
the first part of the proof, such that upSP;’ < Kp, and upqjPy ’ d Kv. It is 
easy to check that jr=cc-lIPfi-l’q[ is the representing measure for T’. If 
U’ = (~/IcI)~‘(~~)u, then we see that (u’)” [‘Pi’ < Kp’, and (u’)-~ [‘P;’ < Kv’. 
(2.15) LEMMA. Let T be a positive L, operator of norm K, defined on the 
L,-space of a finite measure space. If d is a finite o-algebra in this measure 
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space, and if E is the corresponding conditional expectation, then there is a 
strictly positive b-measurable function w  such that ET*( Tw)~/~ 6 Kpwplq. 
(2.16) Proof Let S be a positive L, operator. Let u be a nonnegative 
L,-function such that llSvi[ = llS[l ilvll. Then She’s= IISIIp vpIy, which 
follows from the observations that 
and 
II~*wY’qlly d IISIIP II4 gi4 
s vs*(so)p’q = llsvll; = llvllp llSllP II4 p, 
and from Holder’s inequality. If the support of v is not the whole space, let 
S, denote the restriction of S to functions that have a support disjoint from 
the support of v. If vi is a nonnegative L,-function such that l)Srv,)) = 
l/SiI( IlvJ, then we see that S*(SV,)~‘~< (ISlIp vf’,. It is also easy to see that 
Sv and So, have disjoint supports in the range space. Hence u + v1 is also 
a function such that S*(S(v + u,))~‘~ < IlSll p (u + v,)~‘~. 
We apply these arguments to the restriction of T to B-measurable func- 
tions. If this restriction is denoted by S= TE, then S* = ET*. Since the 
domain of S is finite dimensional, it is easy to see that there is a non- 
negative, nonzero function u such that IISul( = llSl1 Ilull. If this function is 
strictly positive then the proof is completed, since l[Sll <K. Otherwise one 
applies the same argument to S,, as defined above, and obtains function 
with a strictly larger support that also satisfies the desired inequality. Since 
the space is finite dimensional, after finitely many steps one gets a strictly 
positive function. 
(2.17) A Representation for L,-Contractions. Theorem (2.13) allows us 
to represent a positive L,-operator, 1 < p < co, in terms of an L, and a 
countably additive L, operator of the same norm. We will state this result 
for contractions only. We first introduce a notation. 
(2.18) Notation. Given two (o-finite) measures 5 and q on the same 
measure space we define ~“pylliy as another measure on this space as 
follows. Let 8 be a measure such that both 5 and r] are absolutely 
continuous with respect to 8. Let 5 = $0 and q= $0. Then we let 
It is easy to see that <“pq’lq is independent of the choice of 6. If 5 and q 
are, respectively, the representing measures for the positive operators U 
and V, then lJ’lPV’/q will denote the operator represented by the measure 
( ‘IPyl l/q. 
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(2.19) DEFINITION. A pair (5, q) of measures on (Xx Y, 9 x 3) will be 
called a p-representing pair (or a representing pair, or a p-pair) for a 
positive operator 
if T has a representing measure [, the measures [, 5, and q are mutually 
absolutely continuous, 5P; ’ < p and nP; ’ < v, and 5 < <“*~““. If CP, ’ = ,u 
and VP; ’ = v we will say that the pair (I$ q) has full marginals. 
(2.20) THEOREM. Let (A’, 9, u) and (Y, $3, v) be two Borel spaces. A 
positive operator 
is an L,-contraction if and only if there are an L,-contraction U and a coun- 
table additive L, -contraction V, such that T = U ‘lpV ‘ly, or equivalently, if 
and only if there exists a p-pair (t, n) for T. 
(2.21) Proox If T is an L,-contraction then Theorem (2.13) gives the 
existence of a function u, such that up[P;’ < ,u and uycP;’ < v. We then 
let 5 = UPC and q = u-“[ and observe that [ = cl’Pyll’q. By the remarks in 
(2.12), 5 represents an L,-contraction U and q represents a countably 
additive L, -contraction V. Hence, T= U l’pV1’q, as required. Conversely, 
let T= U l’pV1’g, where U and V are as specified in the theorem. If 5 and 
q are the representing measures of U and V, respectively, then 5Pi1 <u 
and VP;’ <v, and [= [‘lp~rlq represents T. To see that T is an 
L,-contraction, let 5 = 40, q = $0, as in (2.18), and observe that u = 
wwp9 satisfies uPi < 4 and u -“[ d q. Then Theorem (2.13) shows that T 
is an L,-contraction. 
In later proofs we will usually work with L,-contractions that have 
p-pairs with full marginals, since these are technically more convenient. The 
significance of full marginals is indicated by the following lemma. 
(2.22) LEMMA. Let T be a positive L,-contraction with a p-representing 
pair (5, n). Then the measures [Pi 1 and (T*l ) u are mutually absolutely 
continuous, as are the measures nP; ’ and (Tl ) v. In particular when T is full 
there exists a p-pair (<‘, n’) with full marginals such that [ < c’, n Q n’. 
(2.23) Proof Follows easily from the definition, as in (2.6). 
Since representing pairs of measures are used in the proofs of Theorems 
A and B of the introduction, we will need to know that on Bore1 spaces a 
representing pair of measures is equivalent to a representing pair of 
operators as described in Theorem A. This is proved in Theorem (2.26) 
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below. Theorem A then follows easily from Theorems (2.20) and (2.26), as 
we note in the next section. 
(2.24) LEMMA. Let 8 be a measure on 
and let E be the conditional expectation in the measure space (Z, %, 0) with 
respect to Xx 3. Let co, 4, and II, be three nonnegative and finite valued 
functions on Z. Then 
E(wc$) d (E(daP))“P (E(ICIBY))l’q 
for all c(, p E A%? +(X), if and only if w < I$““$ ‘I4 8-a.e. 
(2.25) Proof: If o ,< d’lpll/ ‘I4 8-a.e., then the conditional Holder’s 
inequality shows that 
Conversely, assume that this inequality between the conditional expecta- 
tions is satisfied. In order to show that w  < d’ip$‘iy &a.e., it is enough to 
prove that, for all H = F x G, where FE 9 and GE 9, 
which is obtained as follows: 
=.I E(wxd dQ XXG 
d s (E(~x~))“~ (E(ICIXF))“~ dQ XXG 
114 
6 E(b) dQ E($xF1 dQ 
> 
(2.26) THEOREM. Let (X, 9, p) and ( Y, 9, v) be two Bore1 spaces. Let 
U, V, and T be three positive operators 
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Then 
if and only if 
T(c$) < ( Uap)“p ( Vps)l’s 
for all tl, p E k! + (X). 
(2.27) Proof Let c, 5, and q be, respectively, the representing measures 
of T, U, and V. Find a measure 8 such that we have [ = 00, < = 40, and 
r] = $0, with finite valued functions CO, $, and $. Let ;1= d(8P; ‘)/dv, and let 
E be the conditional expectation in (2, 2, f3), with respect to Xx 9. We 
see that Tf = lE(cof ), Uf = AE(q5f ), and Vf = lE(t,bf ). Then the proof 
follows from Lemma (2.24). 
(2.28) Associated Operators. The definition of associated operators 
given in the introduction can also be formulated in terms of the represent- 
ing pairs. We restrict our attention to contractions. Let T be a positive 
L,-contraction and H a positive L,-contraction between the corresponding 
function classes over Bore1 spaces. Then T and H are associated operators 
if and only if they have a common representing pair; i.e., if and only if there 
is a pair of measures (4, q), which is a p-representing pair for T and an 
r-representing pair for H. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS WITH ISOMETRIES 
(3.1) Notation. In this section (X, 9, p) and (Y, ‘3, v) will denote two 
Bore1 spaces. Let (Z, 9, A) be the measure space consisting of the unit 
interval Z together with the usual Lebesgue measure. We will consider the 
product spaces 
(XxZ,FxX,pxX), 
and 
Let 9 x Z denote the sub-a-algebra of 9 x 3 consisting of the sets of the 
form Fx Z, FE a, and let 9 x Z be defined similarly. Let, as before, 
(2, w = (X 9”) x (Y, 9) 
with the corresponding projection operators P,: Z -+ X and P,: Z + Y. 
Measurable functions on X will be identified with the functions on Xx Z 
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that are measurable with respect to 9 x Z, with a similar identification for 
functions on Y. The conditional expectation on 
(YxZ,Bxdp,vxA) 
with respect to 9 x Z will be denoted by E, Let Q be an L,, operator 
between a sub-L, space of 
L,(XxZ,9x$P,pxX), 
and a sub-L, space of 
If Q is defined for all 9 x Z measurable L, functions then we consider the 
restriction of EQ to such functions as an L, operator 
T= L,(X 9, ,a) + Lp( Y, 9, $I), 
using the identifications described above. We also write T = EQ. 
(3.2) L,-Zsometr.v Representations. Our main purpose in this section is 
to obtain Theorem (3.15) which gives as a particular case a representation 
for a positive and full L,-contraction T between the L, spaces of X and Y 
in terms of a positive and invertible L,-isometry Q between the L, spaces 
of Xx Z and Y x I. With the notations and conventions above this represen- 
tation is expressed as 
Tf =-WX 
where cp is a function on Y x Z, taking values in the closed unit interval. 
Invertible isometries between the L, spaces are essentially induced by 
nonsingular invertible point transformations of the underlying measure 
spaces. To obtain these point transformations, however, one has to assume 
further conditions on the measure spaces, which are not important or 
significant for our purposes. Also, it will be more convenient to consider 
the L, space corresponding to a sub-a-algebra of the measure space. For 
these reasons, we will work with the isomorphisms between the measure 
algebras (in general non measure preserving), rather than the point trans- 
formations between the measure spaces. 
(3.3) Multiplicative Operators. A positive operator M will be called 
multiplicative if M(fg) = (Mf)(Mg) for all f, g E ,&+. A multiplicative 
operator transforms characteristic functions to characteristic functions. It is 
also easy to show that the extension of a multiplicative operator, as 
described in (2.3), remains multiplicative. 
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(3.4) Notation. If A4 is a multiplicative operator and if MxF= xG, then 
we will also write MF= G. Hence we will use the same symbol M for two 
different mappings 
and 
where (9, ,D) and (9, v) are the measure algebras of the corresponding 
measure spaces. 
(3.5) Isomorphisms of measure spaces. By an isomorphism between the 
measure spaces (X, 9, p) and (Y, Y, v) we understand an invertible multi- 
plicative operator 
or, equivalently, an invertible mapping between the respective measure 
algebras 
that preserves the countable set operations. Note that any multiplicative 
operator 
induces an isomorphism in a natural way. In fact, let X,, = PD(M) be the 
positive domain of M and let YO = PR(M) be the positive range. Note 
that MX, = Y,. Let & be the restriction of 9 to the subsets of X0. 
Let 9, = M&. Then ~9~ is a o-algebra on Y,. The restriction of M to 
&(X0, S$, p) becomes an isomorphism 
M: (8, PI + (%?o, VI. 
Also note that, if 9 is any sub-a-algebra of 9$ and Y =MB then the 
restriction of M to (99,~) is also an isomorphism 
M: (9, PL) + (9, ~1. 
Finally observe that an isomorphism remains an isomorphism if the 
measures are replaced by equivalent measures, as we do not require that 
isomorphisms should preserve measures. 
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(3.6) L, Isometrics induced by Zsomorphisms. Let 
44: (% PL) -+ (9, v) 
be an isomorphism. Then p is transported to a measure CJ on Y, defined 
by g(S) = ,u(M - ‘S), S E Y. This measure is equivalent to v on 9’. We will 
call p = da/dv the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the isomorphism. Then 
u = plipMf defines a positive invertible L, isometry 
e : L,(X, 2, P) + Lp( y, 9, VI. 
It is well known and easy to see than any positive invertible L, isometry 
is of this form. 
(3.7) Proof of Theorem A. Now that we have defined the notion of 
isomorphism, it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem A of the intro- 
duction. Indeed, one checks that the L,-isometry induced by an 
isomorphism as in (3.6), together with the corresponding L1 - and 
countably additive L, -isometrics, allows us to transfer the representation 
described in Theorem A from one measure space to any isomorphic space. 
We thus reduce Theorem A to the case of a finite Bore1 measure space, and 
apply Theorems (2.20) and (2.26). 
(3.8) Simple Isomorphisms. Let %? be a sub-o-algebra of 9 x 9, and Y 
a sub-a-algebra of 9 x 9. An isomorphism 
will be called a simple isomorphism if 
B=(FxX) v M-‘(~XZ) 
and, consequently, 
Y=M(FxZ) v (~XX). 
In general, if W contains B x I and Y contains 99 x I, then any 
isomorphism 
M:(9?,pxA)+(9,vxi) 
induces a simple isomorphism in a natural way, by its restriction to 
(9x1) v W’(YXZ). 
As we will be interested only in the images of sets in 9 x Z and the back 
images of sets in $9 x I under an isomorphism, we will restrict our attention 
to simple isomorphisms between the product spaces Xx I and Y x I. 
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We will establish a correspondence between the class of these simple 
isomorphisms and the class of pairs of measures on the Cartesian product 
space (2, &?) with full marginals. Given a simple isomorphism 
we let 
M:(R,px;l)+(Y,vxl), 
and 
((FxG)=(pxA)((FxZ)nM-‘(GxZ)) 
q(Fx G) = (v x l)(M(Fx I) n (G x I)). 
It is clear that t and q define two measures on (2, X). Since A4 is an 
isomorphism, (<, q) has full marginals. We associate the pair (5, n) with the 
simple isomorphism 
M:(W,pxxl)+(Y,pxX). 
The correspondence in the other direction is stated as Lemma (3.11) below, 
obtained after the following preliminary lemma. 
(3.9) LEMMA. Let 5 be a measure on 
(Z,sq=(Xx Y,P-x9) 
with X-marginal equal to p. Then there are a a-algebra .c% on Xx Z, with 
and a measure preserving isomorphism 
K:(FxX,[)+(L%,px/l) 
which preserves the first coordinate, in the sense that K(F x Y) = F x Z for 
each FE 9. 
(3.10) Proof Let {G,} be a generating division for the Bore1 space 
(Y, 9), as defined in (2.8). For each s E 9’ let 
Then {r,} is a family of nonnegative functions on X such that rO + rl = 1 
and such that r,,+ rSl = rs for all s E S. There is a division {R,} of Xx Z 
such that 
Aft I lx, t)E 4) = r,(x) 
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for each s E S and for p-a.e. x E X. We then let K(Fx G,) = (Fx I) n R, for 
s E S. The sets {F x G,}, where FE 9, s E S, form a generating semi-algebra 
for the a-algebra A? = 9 x B. Since K is measure preserving on this semi- 
algebra, we can use the extension argument in (2.3) to extend K to a 
measure preserving isomorphism between (2, i;) and (9, p x A), where !% 
is the sub-o-algebra of B x 5? generated by the sets (F x I) n R,. 
(3.11) LEMMA. Given (<, q) with full marginals there are o-algebras 92, 
9, and a simple isomorphism 
M:(92’,px~)~(Y,vx~) 
such that the pair (5, q) is associated with M, as described in (3. 8). 
(3.12) Proof We use Lemma (3.9) to find a a-algebra W on Xx I. 
Similarly, starting with 9, we find a o-algebra Y on Y x I. Let 
K:(9x9,~)-+(9,pxX3,) 
and 
be the corresponding measure preserving isomorphisms, which preserve the 
first coordinate and the second coordinate, respectively, in the sense that 
K(Fx Y)=FxZ 
for each FE F and 
L(XxG)=GxZ 
for each GE Y. We then define 
M=LK-‘:(B,px,l)+(Y,vxA). 
Since 5 and r] are equivalent measures on Xx Y, this is an isomorphism. 
The pair of measures associated with this isomorphism M is (4, u), since 
<(FxG)=t(K-‘(FxZ))n(L-‘(GxI)) 
=(pxl.)((FxZ)nM-‘(GxI)), 
and, similarly, 
v](Fx G) = (v x A)(M(Fx I) n (G x I)). 
It is easy to see that M is a simple isomorphism. 
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(3.13 ) Simple Isometries. Let 
Q:L,(XxZ,W,pxxl)+L,(YxZ,Y,vxA) 
be an invertible isometry, where W and Y are sub-o-algebras of 9 x 9’ and 
Y x 9, respectively. We recall that Q is induced by an isomorphism 
We will be interested only in the images of 9 x Z measurable functions 
under Q and in the back images of 9 x Z measurable functions. We will 
assume that Q and Q-’ are defined for these functions. Hence we assume 
that 5 x Zc W and 9 x Zc 9’. If the domain of Q is the smallest possible 
sub-L, space that satisfies these requirements, then we will call Q a simple 
L, isometry. Hence we see that Q is a simple isometry if and only if it is 
induced by a simple isomorphism, which means that 
W=(@-XX) v M-‘@XI). 
We can always assume that Q is a simple isometry by restricting its domain 
to a smaller sub-L, space. 
For any measure y on Xx Y we denote by y’ the measure on Y x X such 
that y’(GxF)=y(FxG) for all FEN, GE%. 
(3.14) THEOREM. Let (r, n) be a pair with full marginals. Let p and r be 
real numbers, 1 < p, r < CO. Let T be a positive L,-contraction, such that 
(<, n) is a p-pair for T and (n’, 5’) is an r-pair for S. Then there exist sub-o- 
algebras 9 and 9’ of B x 9 and Q x 9, respectively, a simpie isomorphism 
M:(W,pxA)+(~,vxIZ), 
and Y-measurable functions cp and $, such that 
T= EC/IQ 
and 
S = EP$, 
where Q is the Lr-isometry associated with A4 and P is the L,-isometry 
associated with M - ‘. 
(3.15) Proof Let M be the isomorphism given in Lemma (3.11), and 
let K and L be the isomorphisms described in (3.12). Let c(T) and c(S) be 
the representing measures for T and S respectively. There exist 9 x Q- 
measurable functions h and w  taking values in the unit interval such that 
c(T) = h5:“rn”q, C(S) = w(rjq”’ (5’)““, where, s = r/(r - 1 ), q = p/(p - 1). 
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Let 5 = yq. Then p, the Radon-Nikodym derivative for A4 = LK ~ ‘, is given 
by p=Ly. 
For any f~ L&K 9, ~1, g E Lp( Y, 9, ~1, 
j gV- dv = j S(x) g(y) i(T)(dx dy) 
Y  z 
= s z f(x) g(y) KG Y) Y(X, ~1”’ r(dx 4)
= s (U-NY, t) d.Wh”“)b~ f) v(dy) n(dt) YXI 
Hence we see that T= EqQ, with cp = Lh. Similarly S= EKwP, so 
S = EPt,b, if we take $I = MKw = Lw. 
(3.16) Remark. If T is any full positive L,-contraction, we know by 
Lemma (2.26) that there is a p-pair (5, q) for T with full marginals. 
Theorem (3.14) then gives (taking S = T*, say) an L,-isometry representa- 
tion for T. 
4. SEQUENCES OF ISOMORPHISMS 
(4.1) A Special Class of Zsomorphisms. Let (Q, 2, 9) be a fixed finite 
measure space, and let A!, g, 9 be fixed independent sub-a-algebras of C. 
We will study those isomorphisms 
where .c% and Y are sub-g-algebras of C, such that 
and such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative p of M is (9 v MY)- 
measurable. 
We will prove a convergence theorem, Theorem (4.1 l), involving sequen- 
ces of isomorphisms of this special type. This theorem will be used in 
Section 5 to prove Theorem B of the introduction. 
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As a matter of notation, for any sub-a-algebra 2 of Z the conditional 
expectation operator will be denoted by E( .I 2). We will write E(. 1 I) 
simply as E. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Zf /l is a (99 v 9)-measurable function, then 
E(PI$ v d=E(PI8. 
(4.3) ProoJ: Let g = E(/? 19). In order to show that g = E(b 19 v d) it 
is enough to verify that 
for all f-measurable nonnegative functions cp and d-measurable functions 
CC This follows easily from the independence of ~2, 99, and 9. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Let 9%’ and X be two sub-a-algebras of C, such that 
9aCA?C9Vd and WCCVV. 
If f is an (3 v &)-measurable function, then 
E(fl-W=E(fl~ v 2). 
(4.5) ProoJ Let g = E(fI 2). Then 
!-j7zd$=/ ghd8, 
whenever h is an X-measurable function, It is enough to show that 
whenever /I is (9 v S?)-measurable. In fact, since j?z and gh are both 
(9 v JzZ)-measurable, 
= s gh/? d9. 
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(4.6) LEMMA. Let 92 and Y be two sub-o-algebras of 2 and let 
M: (9,9) -+ (9, 9) 
be an isomorphism. Let 2 c.2 be another o-algebra and let f be an 
W-measurable function. If the Radon-Nikodym derivative p of A4 is 
MX-measurable, then 
(4.7) Proof Let g = E(fl A?). Then, for an z&‘-measurable function h, 
fMgMhd$=Sgh(M-‘p)-Id9 
= fh(M-‘p)--‘d$ s 
= MfMh d9. I 
In the second equality we used the fact that l/(M ~ ‘p) is Z-measurable. 
(4.8) LEMMA. Let 
M: (W, 9) -+ (Y, 9) 
be an isomorphism of the special type described in (4.1) with the associated 
Radon-Nikodym derivative p and the L, isometry Q. Let 2 be a a-algebra 
such that 9 c 31” c 9 v ~4. Let f be an (9 v &)-measurable L, function. 
Then 
QE(fl=@)=E(Qfl~ v MW. 
Furthermore, tf cp is an (4 v d)-measurable function and if E denotes 
E(.lY), then 
EvQEf=EdF 
(4.9) Proof: Since M -‘9 c 4 v g;, we may apply Lemma (4.4) with 
%’ = A4 -‘9. We then have 
QE(f I=@) = p”“ME(.fl H) 
= p ““ME(f/ A4 - ‘3 v A?) 
=pW(Mf(, v MY?) 
= E(p’I*Mf I.9 v A4X) 
= E(QJ 9 v MST), 
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where the third equality follows from the previous lemma, since p is 
(9 v MZ)-measurable. For the proof of the final conclusion of the lemma 
we have 
EqQEf =EqE(QflY v M9) 
= EE(cpQf(Y v M9) 
= Eq$‘J 
(4.10) A Sequence of Isomorphisms. Let {Mi} be a sequence of 
isomorphisms 
Mj: (isfj, 9) -+ (5$9) 
of the special type described in (4.1). Let p and r be two real numbers, 
p > 1, r > 1, and let Qj be the L,-isometry induced by Mj, and Pi the 
L,-isometry induced by Mj ‘. If pi denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of Mj, we have 
Qjf = p’lpMjf 
and 
pj f = MJ ‘p,: “‘f = (Mi ‘p,: 1’r) M/ ‘f. 
Note that pf/” is 9 v Mj9 measurable and M,:lpJ:’ is Ml: ‘9 v 9 
measurable. Let (cpi> and (r+Gj} be two sequences of 9 v Mj9 measurable 
functions, taking values in the unit interval. 
(4.11) THEOREM. Let f be a nonnegative function in L,(s2, C, 9). Then 
the sequence 
g,=p,*, ... Pk*k(E4DkQk...~PQelEf)p’r 
is dominated by an L,-function and converges 9-a.e. 
We note that qkQk ... cp, Q, Ef makes sense, because each Qj maps 
3 v d into itself. The expression for g, is then well defined because each 
Pj maps 9 v B into itself. The proof of Theorem (4.11) will be given after 
some preliminary results have been obtaind. Our first lemma is an essen- 
tially known general fact about the strict convexity of L,. We include a 
proof for completeness. 
(4.12) LEMMA. Let p be real, 1 <p< co. There exists a function 
r: [0, co) -+ [0, co) such that r(O) = 0, r(a) + 0 as a JO, and such that for 
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any finite measure space (X, 9, p), and any sub-o-algebra X of 9, iff, g E 
L,+(K FT PL), g d E(f I XL and Ilf Ilp d 1, then llf - A, 6 Wf Ilp - Ilgll,). 
(4.13) Proof: Since lxlp is convex, 
for all y, z. Also 
for y # 0, z # 0, where 
We see that $(t)>Ofor t#O, t,biscontinuousonR-{0), and $(t)-+l as 
t + f cc. Hence for every b > 0 there exists C(b) > 0 such that +(t) > C(b) 
for Jtl 3 6. We may choose C(b) d 1. Then 
T(Y, =I 2 C(b) IzIp 
for IzI > b 1 yl. Let h = E(f ( S). Setting y = h, z = f - h, and integrating, 
Thus 
Also, since (x+ Y)~>.x~+ yp for all x, ~30, 
Since 1 fp dp > s hP dp > j gp dp, and C(b) G 1, we have 
s If-gl"dpd ~(/fpd~-jgpd~)+2pbP~fpd~~ 
The lemma follows easily. 
(4.14) Notation. Returning to the context of (4.10), for each integer k, 
l<k<co, let 
V,=(P~Q~...(PIQ,E, W, = EV, 
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For each pair of integers n and k, 1 <k <n, let 
if k < n, 
if k = n, 
and 
(4.15) LEMMA. For each n and k, 1 <k < n, there is a sub-o-algebra 
X; I 9 of C such that 
~Il~~;f-+*, l<k<n-1, 
and 
Gf = E(f “k IC). 
(4.16) Proof We apply induction over n. If n = 1 then f: = V, f and 
R;f = W,f =EV,f =Ef;. 
Hence we let 3Ep: = 9. Assume that the sequence {Xi}, 1 d k < n, has 
already been obtained, satisfying the conditions of the theorem, and such 
that 2;: c 9 v &. Since Mi(3 v &‘) c 9 v JZZ’ for all j, each f; is 
(9 v &)-measurable. Let 
and 
for 1 <k<n. Then 
R:::f = Wn+,f =EV,+,f =Ef”,::, 
and for 1 <k<n, 
Rt+‘f =Q,.lR;f 
=Qn+,E(f;lsE”;) 
where the last step follows from Theorem (4.8). Thus fZ;+l}, 
1 <k < n + 1, satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and the proof by 
induction is complete. 
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(4.17) Proof of Theorem (4.11). It is clearly sufficient to show that the 
sequence { gz”} is dominated by an L,-function and converges 9-a.e. 
Without loss of generality we assume (1 flip 6 1, so that we may later apply 
Lemma (4.12). From the definitions of Q, and Pi we see that 
g’k/” = Q, ‘$;fP . ..Qk’*II’PE~.Qk...cp,Q,Ef. 
Because of the multiplicative property of the isomorphisms n/i,, we see 
easily from the definition of Q, that 
gz” = ‘J”PQ;’ ...Qk’E~,Q,...(p,Q,Ef, 
where Yk is defined by !P, = A4 ; ‘$ , and 
Y n+1= wG’~~~~,-:,*n+l. 
Since {Y,] is a bounded and monotone decreasing sequence, it is enough 
to show that the sequence 
h,=Q,‘...Q,‘E~,Qk...cp,Q,Ef 
is dominated by an L,-function and converges 9-a.e. 
For any n> k, by (4.14) and Lemma (4.15), 
hk=Q;’ . ..Q.‘Qn...Q,+,E~,Q,...cp,Q,Ef 
=Q;‘...Q,‘R”,f 
=Q;'-Q,'E(f$F",). 
For any m <n, let 
fmax(m, n) = ,m;~. Ri f, 
. . 
fmin(m, n) = mmpC,T RE f, 
. . 
hmax(m, n)= max hk, 
m<k<n 
hmin(m, n) = min hk. 
We wish to bound 
I/hmax(m, n) - hmin(m, n)ll,. 
For that purpose we first estimate 
lifmax(m, n) -fmin(m, n)llp. 
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We will fix m and n for the moment and define 
for l<k<n. The point here is that {UkjmCkGn and {LkjmGkGn are both 
backward martingales with respect to the o-algebras (X;)mSk9n. 
Furthermore, Lk < R; f < Vk, so we can use Lk and U, to estimate 
Jjfmax(m, n) - fmin(m, n)ll,,. We have 
The usual L,-maximal estimate for the martingale E( I V,,, - L,( 1 %I) gives 
Hence 
llJn,“~* IUk-LnI ll’<-/-i IIUm-LII,. 
. . 
In the same way, we also have 
Hence we see that 
Ilfmax(m, n) - fmin(m, n)ll, < -$ (II urn - Lllp + IIJL - LAIJ, 
since 
fmax(m, n) d L, + ,y:‘,“$ n I Uk - LA . . 
and 
fmin(m, n) > L, - ,xnf$. IL, - L,(. 
. . 
Now L, = E(L, IS:) < E( U, 1 &i), so by Lemma (4.12), 
II~~-~“Il,d~~II~,II,- IlLlIp), 
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and similarly, 
Also 06 Lk < U,, U,= E(f :I&‘:)= Rzl f, and L,=E(f~IX~)=R~f, so 
we have shown 
l(fmax(m, n) - fmin(m, n)il,, <s QllKf lIp- llR:fllJ 
Using (4.14) and the fact that the Q,,‘s are isometries we also have 
((fmax(m, n) - fmin(m, n)ll, d 3 W~mfllp- Il~nfll,). 
Finally note that, if 1 <k < n, and if we let 
Yn=Q,’ --Q,l, 
then hk = Y, Rif. Hence we see that, since Y, is a positive isometry, 
2p Ilhmax(m, n) - hmin(m, n)ll, <--- 
P-1 
Ull Wmf II/?- II W,f II,). 
Let c = lim II W,fll,. This limit exists, since 
II ~nfll, = IIR:.fll, = IIE(RZfl Ci,)ll, 
f IlKif Ilp = II @',f IIp 
shows that 11 IV, f lip is a monotone decreasing sequence. Letting n + co in 
our inequality for jlhmax(m, n) - hmin(m, n)ll,, we see that 
1) sup h, - inf h,ll, < - 
k3m k>m 
The case m = 1 shows that (hk} is dominated by an L,)-function. Letting 
m + co, we obtain the a.e. convergence of {h,,,). 
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem B stated in the Intro- 
duction. We will show that we can represent the operators {T,}, (S,} 
appearing in Theorem B in such a way that Theorem (4.11) can be applied. 
First we note that the measure space (X, @, p) in Theorem B can be 
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assumed to be a finite measure space by a simple argument, by replacing 
the given measure by an equivalent finite measure, if necessary, and 
modifying the operators accordingly. After this reduction, the given 
measure space can also be assumed to be a Bore1 space, by applying a 
measure preserving isomorphism, in the sense of (3.5). 
One more reduction will also be useful. Let {u,} be a sequence of real 
numbers, 0 < uj < 1, such that lim, _ co a, . . . a, is positive. It is obvious that 
Theorem B will hold for the original sequences {T,), {Sj} if it holds for the 
new sequences {ujTj}, (ujSj}. W e now consider the fact that Sj is a weak 
adjoint of Tj. By Theorem (2.26), this implies that there exists a pair of 
measures (tj, qj) on XxX such that (tj, vi) is a p-pair for Tj and (vi, <j) 
is an r-pair for Sj, where, as before, yr(A x B) = y(B x A) for any measure 
y on Xx X and for any A, BE 9. Obviously (ujtj, ujqj) is then a p-pair for 
ujTj and (ujvj, ait,!) is an v-pair for ujSj. But then if 
{j = Ujtj + ( 1 - Uj) /d x /i, 
clearly (<J., $) is a p-pair for ujTj and (YIJ’, <jr) is an r-pair for ujSj. As in 
the case of Lemma (2.22), we can easily construct a pair (t,!‘, ylill) with full 
marginals such that t; < <,“, u; < v,!‘. Thus our final conclusion is that 
without loss of generality, we may assume the existence of a pair (cj, qj) 
with full marginals such that (cji, q,) is a p-pair for Tj and (llj’, tj) is an 
r-representing pair for S,. 
By Theorem (3.14), applied with 
(X, 9, cl) = (Y, 9, VI, 
there exist simple isomorphisms 
and sj-measurable functions qj and tij taking values in the unit interval, 
such that for any fin L,(X, 9, p), 
and 
where Dj is the p-isometry associated with fij, pj is the r-isometry 
associated with &,: ‘, and the usual identification is made between 
functions on X and functions on Xx Z which are (9 x I)-measurable. 
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(5.1) Notation. Let Z be the set of all integers. Let (X, F, p) be our 
Bore1 space. Define a family of measure spaces {(Xi, z, pi)}, in Z, by 
letting (A’;, $, ,u;) be (X, 8, p) if i=O and be a copy of (I, 9, A), the unit 
interval with the usual Lebesgue measure, for all other i# 0. We then 
define (52, C, 9) as the Cartesian product nitz (Xi, $, pi) of this family. 
We denote the points of Q as (w,), where oi E Xi. We write U, = piw, where 
pi: Q -+ Xi, iE Z, are the coordinate projections. We let Zi= p,:‘E. The 
Ci’s are sub o-algebras of ,Z. In particular, we let 9 =ZO, ,d = //FL, C;, 
g = V)c 1 ZPi. We will write the operator E(. 19) as E. Finally, we also let 
and 
Note that there is a natural measure preserving isomorphism 
K: (V, $I+ (9, $1, 
induced by the shift transformation r on Sz, defined as (ZCD), = wi- 1. 
(5.2) Simple Isomorphisms of Q. We will now define a special class of 
isomorphisms which will be called the simple isomorphisms of (0, Z, 9). 
They are the extensions of simple isomorphisms between the two compo- 
nent product spaces X-, x X0 and A’, x X,, as defined in (3.8). Let & and 
9 be two a-algebras such that 
4=&c&k&v L, 
and 
~=zc,c~ccc, v c, 
Let i@: (.&!‘, 9) -+ (9,s) be a simple isomorphism, in the sense of (3.8). 
Hence we have that 
32 = .a v ii? - ‘.a, 
and 
Note that the domain and the range of fi are independent, respectively, of 
the domain and the range of the measure preserving isomorphism K 
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defined above. Hence these two isomorphisms define an isomorphism M on 
93 = & v %? in a natural way, by the requirement that 
M(1? n C) = (fiR) n (KC), 
for i? E & and C E V. The range of this isomorphism is Y = 9 v 9 and its 
Radon-Nikodym derivative is the same as the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of a, which is measurable with respect to 
Such an isomorphism 
M: (W,9) + (Y,9) 
will be called a simple isomorphism of (Q, Z; 9). 
(5.3) Representing { Tj} and {Sj} on 52. Let D be the isomorphism 
D:(XxZ,Bx~)-t(X~,xX,,~-,x~~) 
defined by the point map (x, t) H (t, x). The isomorphisms aiD-’ may be 
regarded as isomorphisms from (X-i x X0, 9? i x 9$,) to (X0 x Xi, FO x Fi), 
Let Mi denote the simple extension of fijD-’ in the sense of (5.2). It is 
easy to see that for any fin L,(X, F, p) 
T'f=EVjQjf, 
Sjf = EPj$j’ilf, 
where now we identify functions on X with functions on 52 which depend 
only on the coordinate o,,, i.e., functions on S2 which are Y-measurable, 
and we let 
+q4 = (-Pjpi(%Y ml), 
$~(")=Ic/i(oOY Ol). 
Because the isomorphisms Mj are simple in the sense of (5.2) they are easily 
seen to satisfy the conditions of Section (4.1). Thus, by Theorem (4.11), for 
any nonnegative f in L,(l2, C, 9) the sequence 
ac=p1*‘1 . ..P.*~(E~bQ,...(p;Q,Ef,p'r 
is dominated by an L,-function and converges 8-a.e. 
Let 
Ti’ = Ecp; Qj E, 
S; = EPj$; E. 
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To prove Theorem B it is clearly sufficient to show that 
s; . ..sk(T....T;j-)Pl’ 
converges 9-a.e. for any nonnegative fin L,(Q, C, 9). But by Lemma (4.8) 
we see easily that 
T;... T; = Ecp;Qk...i$,Q,E, 
s; . ..S.,=EP,t+h;...P,$;E, 
and so 
sl, . ..S.(T;... T’,f)Pl’=Egk. 
Since { gk} is dominated by an L,-function and converges 9-a.e., ( Egk} 
also converges $-a.e. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
(5.4) Remark. The generalization of Theorem B to all L,-function is 
routine. One defines, as in [ 11, a map $pr : L, --f L,, 1 < p, r < co, by 
$prf = (sign f) Iflp”. 
If Qp and Q, are, respectively, the L,- and L,-isometries induced by an 
isomorphism M then 
Qr+prf=lClprQpf 
for all f E L,. This follows easily from the definitions, as in [ 11. Then we 
see that, under the hypothesis of Theorem B, 
s, --~,,$prK-4f) 
converges a.e. for all fin L,. 
6. MARKOV METHODS 
In this section we will briefly show how to use Markov operators to 
prove Theorem B. Let {T,} and {S,} be the sequences described in 
Theorem B. As in Section 5, we may assume without loss of generality that 
(X, 9, p) is a Bore1 probability space, and that for each j there is a pair 
of measures (C;i, vi) with full marginals such that (tj, q,) is a p-pair for T, 
and (qj, tj) is an v-pair for S,. 
We now recall the notion of a regular probability function a, by which 
we mean a map 
cY:Xx8+[0,1], 
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such that c((x, .) is a probability measure for each XE X, and tx( ., A) is 
F-measurable for each A E 9. A standard result in probability theory gives 
the existence of regular probability functions 01~ and bj such that 
for all bounded 9 x F-measurable h. 
By assumption, [( 7”) < <~‘P~f’q, and [(Sj)’ < <f/“~f”, where q = p/(p - 1) 
and s = r/(r - 1). Hence there exist 9 x F-measurable functions ‘pi and It/i 
such that i(T,)= ‘pi<“*~iJq and [(S,)‘= $j<,!‘s~J’l’. Since cj and qj are 
equivalent, we may also choose an F x P-measurable function pi such that 
tj = pjtyj and pi > 0 everywhere. 
It follows easily from the definitions of qj, tij, and p,i that 
T,f(Y)= jf(X) qjpi(X, Y) Pf’*(X, Y) Pj(Y, dx), 
sjf(x)z J f(Y) $jtx, Y) PJ-“‘(~~ Y) mj(x, &). 
In what follows it will be convenient at times to use the Markov operators 
Pi and Q, associated with 01~ and bj, respectively, and defined by 
Pjf(x) = j  f(Y) OLjCx, 41, 
and 
We will extend this operator notation slightly by defining Pjh, Qjh, as 
operators, for any nonnegative measurable h on Xx X by 
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With this notation we see that 
Tj= Q,PjP:lP, 
s, = P, *] p, ‘lr. 
We now define the Markovian probability measures P:, Qz on 
(Xn+ ‘, P+ ‘), by 
Q;(Aox ... xA,)= lA.,(X,jA _ -.j Bn(x, dx,- 1) . ..Bl(X., dx,), n I A0 
Define Z, on Xn+l for k=O, . . . . n by Z,(x,, . . . . x,)=xk. Then 
{Z,, . . . . Z,} 
is a Markov process with respect to I@:}, and 
iz 0, ...3 z,> 
is a Markov process with respect to {P”,), using the obvious a-algebras in 
each case. 
Let h r, . . . . hk be nonnegative 9’ x F-measurable functions on Xx X. An 
easy induction shows 
where %k = a(Z,, . . . . Z,). Hence 
(T,...T,f)(Z,)=EQ”Cf(Z,)cp,(Z,,Z,)~:’P(Z,,Z1)... 
wk(&-l~Zk)P~‘P(Zk -l~Z,)/%l. 
Similarly 
(S,...S,f)(x)=E’“Cp,“‘(Z,, Z,)$,(&,Z,)~~~ 
xPkl”(Zli~l,Zk)lC/k(Zk--l,Zk)f(Zk)l. 
To lighten the notation, we let 
W,=p,(Z,,Z,)...p,(Z,-,,Z,), 
%=$I(zo~ Z,)..~$k(Z/iLI3 Zk). 
607187’2.IO 
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We take IV, = no = 1, when k = 0. It follows easily from the definition of pi 
that P; and &z are equivalent, and we have the density relation 
w, = q/Q;, 
where, as usual, 
We will also consider the random variables Z,,, 2,) . . . to be defined on X”, 
and the probability measure P, on (Xm, F-“), such that 
P,(Z, E A,, . ..) ZnEA.)=P~(ZoEAo,...,Z,EA.) 
for all n and all A,, . . . . A, E 5. 
Let f~ Lp’ (X, 8, p) be fixed. Define F, on X” by 
F,= W,“p(T,,-. T,f)(Z,), 
where we interpret T,, . . . T,f as f when n = 0. Our representations for T, 
and S, show that 
S, . . . S,,( T, . -. T, f )p'r (x) = ,+[n,F;“]. 
Since (rc,} is monotone decreasing and bounded, to prove Theorem B it is 
enough to show that {F,} is dominated by an L,-function and converges 
on X” a.e. with respect to P,. The rest of the argument is very similar to 
the key steps in the proof of Theorem (4.1 l), so we omit the details. 
7. APPENDIX: MAXIMAL CONTRACTIONS 
Let T be a positive L,-contraction on a Bore1 space. In general T has 
more than one representing pairs of measures (4, r]), as defined in (2.19). In 
Theorem (7.4) below we will show that the uniqueness of the representing 
pair corresponds to the maximality of T, in the following sense. 
(7.1) Maximal Contractions. A positive L,-contraction will be called a 
maximal contraction if it can not be dominated by another positive 
L,-contraction with the same positive domain and positive range 
(see (2.4)). 
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(7.2) LEMMA. Let (X, 9, p) and (Y, 9, v) be two Bore1 spaces. Let 
T:~+(x,.~,~)~~++(Y,~,v) 
be a positive operator, represented by the measure [ on (Z, 2). Then T is 
a maximal contraction if and only if there is exactly one function 
u E ,A? + (Z, X, [) such that 
UPSP,’ < p, u-q[Py’ <v. 
Furthermore, if X,, and Y, are, respectively, the positive domain and the 
positive range of a maximal contraction T then this unique function u 
satisfies 
upsp,’ = Xx& u-q[P;l =xr,v. 
(7.3) Proof Theorem (2.13) shows that there is at least one function u 
satisfying the given inequalities. Assume that u, and u2 are two such 
functions. Let u = (ui + u,)/2. 1f ui # u2 on a set of positive i-measure 
then we can find an E > 0 and a set HE J? of nonzero i-measure such that 
u”( 1 + &XH) 6 (24: + U4)/2 
and 
UP(1 +&XH)< (u,Y+u;4)/2. 
This follows from the strict convexity of the functions t N tP and t t+ tr”. 
Let r= (1 + 8~~) [ and let F be the corresponding operator. This operator 
dominates T and is still a contraction, since u”cP;’ 6 p and uqrP; ’ 6 v. 
It is also clear that F has the same positive domain and range as T. Hence 
T cannot be maximal unless u1 = u2 i-a.e. 
Conversely, if T is not maximal, then there is a measure r= hi, which 
still represents an L,-contraction F, such that h z 1 {-a.e. and h > 1 on a 
set of positive c-measure. If ii is a function such that 
then it is easy to see that ii and h’lPii are two different functions satisfying 
the hypotheses of the lemma. 
To prove the second part, first observe that 
uptp,’ G Xx& uCr[P;:l <xr,v. 
If there is strict inequality in up[PiL < xX,,p on a set FE 4 with nonzero 
p-measure, then F x Y has nonzero c-measure, because F is contained in 
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the positive domain of T. Hence there is a nonzero function v E 4 + (2) 
such that (U + a)” [Pi1 < p. Also, trivially, (U + u)-” [P;’ < v. Therefore 
there are two different functions satisfying these inequalities. This shows 
that T cannot be maximal unless 
One shows the other equality similarly. 
(7.4) THEOREM. Let (X, 8, p) and (Y, 3, v) be two Bore1 spaces. Let 
be a positive operator. Then T is a maximal L,-contraction if and only if it 
has exactly one p-representing pair (5, q). 
(7.5) ProoJ Let (5, q) be a representing pair of measures for T and let 
[ be the representing measure of T. These three measures are absolutely 
continuous with respect to each other, by the definition of representing 
pairs. Hence there are functions a and /I such that 5 = a[ and r] = /I[. Let 
u = (a/p)‘IPq. Since [ < i;‘lPvllq = l/P I/q CI p c, we see that up{ <ccc = 5 and, 
similarly, u - ‘lq[ d q. S ince, by the definition of representing pairs, <Pi ’ < p 
and VP;’ < v, we conclude that u is a function satisfying the hypotheses of 
Lemma (7.2) above. Hence, if T is a maximal contraction, u is unique and 
upsp‘$ =xX& u-“[P,’ = X&V, 
where X0 and Y,, are, respectively, the positive domain and range of T. 
Therefore, 
which shows that upc = 5. Similarly, u-“[ = q. Therefore (5, II) is uniquely 
defined for a maximal contraction. 
The proof in the converse direction is very similar to the proof of the 
corresponding part in Lemma (7.2). If T is not maximal, then find p= h[ 
as in that proof. If (r, I?) is a representing pair for the L,-contraction 
corresponding to ?; then we see easily that (t, 9) and ((l/h) z, (l/h) ii) 
are two different representing pairs for T. 
(7.6) Semi-invariant Functions. Let T be an L,-contraction. Let w  be an 
L,-function, such that both w  and Tw are strictly positive a.e. and such 
that 1) TwJj = j/w/I. Such a function was called a semi-invariant function in 
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[ 11. If an L,-contraction T has a semi-invariant function w, then it is clear 
that T is also a maximal L,-contraction. In this special case, however, the 
(unique) representing pair of measures (5, q) for T can be obtained more 
directly. In fact from the proof of Theorem (2.13) we see easily that the 
function 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (7.2). Hence it is the unique function 
that gives (5, 4) as up5=5 and uPq[=q. 
(7.7) Induced Operators. In [l] it was shown that if an L,-contraction 
T has a semi-invariant function w  then, for each r, 1 < r < co, there is a 
unique L,-contraction H such that wPJ’ is a semi-invariant function for H, 
and, furthermore, His independent of the choice of the semi-invariant func- 
tion w  for T. This operator H was called the L,-contraction induced by T. 
It is then easy to see that, with our present definitions, H is a maximal 
L,-contraction associated with T. In the following theorem we will show 
that we have the same situation for all maximal contractions. 
(7.8) THEOREM. Each maximal L,-contraction is associated with a 
unique maximal L,-contraction, where p and r are two numbers, 1 < p, 
r<co. 
(7.9) Proof Let T be a maximal L,-contraction. Let (4, q) be the 
unique p-representing pair for T. Let r = < l’ryll/s, where s = r/(r - 1). Then 
t represents an L,-contraction H, associated with T, having (5, q) as an 
r-representing pair. To prove the theorem it is enough to show that H is 
a maximal L,-contraction. We will assume that r > p. For the other case 
one can give similar arguments, or prove the theorem for the adjoint 
operators. Let 5 = 5 ‘lPq ‘lq and t = UPC, r~ = u-q. If v = upq”“, then we see 
that < = vrr, ye = vPsr. Let 6 be a function on Xx Y such that o”7P;’ d ,u, 
iF7P;’ d v. We will prove that u’= v, [-a.e. Then Lemma (7.2) shows that 
H is maximal. Let A = (v/i?)” and w  = A - “4~. Then 
Hence the Y-marginal of wPq[ is dominated by v. Since the original 
operator T is maximal, the X-marginal of wp5 cannot be dominated by p, 
unless A = 1 [-a.e. Hence, if this is not the case, there is an FE 9 such that 
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jF ypd(=/ R1-PuPd( 
x Fx Y 
= I I’-pd< Fx Y 
> P(F) = s,, y 4. 
On the other hand, since o’zP;’ < p, we also have 
6’ dz = 
I 
A’-‘vpd~ 
Fx Y  
= s ,l-‘dl Fx Y  
The two inequalities above are not compatible, because of the convexity of 
the function TV ta for negative LX. 
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